Disorientation and cognitive overhead are two interrelated problems that may in fact ultimately limit the usefulness of hypertext. Cognitive overhead upon the author arises from a viewpoint that sees the author as the person solely responsible for inserting all links within her work. This includes all links between the anchors in her own work and those in external frames, as well as cross-links between the anchors within her own work. The need for an author to be aware, for each anchor within her work, of all possible other anchors makes the insertion of such links an O(N 2 ) problem where N is the number of possible anchors in the hypertext universe. To reduce this to an O(N) problem this paper proposes the use of bi-directional intelligent anchors. These are anchors that have both a knowledge of the concepts that a potential reader would be seeking were she to arrive at the anchor, together with a knowledge of the concepts that a reader would be seeking were she to jump from that anchor to another within the hypertext.
Introduction
Hypertext is a new medium. It has its real origin in the synergistic convergence of the communications and computing cum multimedia technologies. It provides a mechanism that allows us to store, manipulate and communicate information as interactive documents, and can be as powerful an agent for societal change as was the codex and the printing press. It presents an opportunity for a full paradigm shift in the way that we write. It empowers us to move writing from what is an essentially singular process frozen in time to one that spreads across people, space and time.
A hypertext system (Nelson 1965 ) is a computer based set of frames connected by links. Akscyn et al. (1988) de ne a frame as a unit of reader-deliverable data or executing program while Conklin (1987, p.18 ) extends this to \text, graphics, digitized speech, audio recordings, pictures, animation, lm clips, and presumably tastes, odors, and tactile sensations". The creator of a frame is the author. A link is a relationship between two frames which carries some degree of semantic information. A hard link is a static link which maps back to an existing pointer or index entry in the underlying information system or database which contains the frame. A soft link is an ephemeral link which is dynamically created as required and held in existence for as long as the initiating frame requires. The point within the frame from which the user can trigger a link is an anchor.
Existing implementations of hypertext documents essentially mimic both the structure and the static nature of traditional paper-based text, albeit modi ed for use in a computer-based information storage and retrieval environment. This mimicry parallels the introduction of printing wherein the printed text exactly copied the scribe's art and was detectable only in its inhuman perfection. As such, current hypertext systems seem crippled and unable to perform their part as agents of change.
While paper-based text is amenable to change (i.e. di erent editions of books) such alterations require considerable e ort and hence occur infrequently, if at all. In theory an ideal hypertext would take advantage of the computer medium's malleability to engage the reader as part of the continuing creative process. Conklin (1987, p.38) in his classic paper Hypertext: An Introduction and Survey identi ed \two problems ... that may in fact ultimately limit the usefulness of hypertext: disorientation and cognitive overhead". Haake et al. (1994) con rm that these problems are still with us.
Disorientation or the navigation problem or the evocative being lost in hyperspace is the feeling by the reader that she cannot remember the train of thought that led her present whereabouts within the hypertext, that she cannot return from her present diversion to continue the original intent of entering the hypertext and that generally she has lost control of her travel through the hypertext. Section 2.7.1: Disorientation will provide a fuller description and technical background.
For the author, cognitive overhead is the consequences of the extra cognitive load required to produce a hypertext, over and above that necessary to produce (say) a book. For the reader, cognitive overhead is the extra positional and routing information that the reader must maintain over and above that required (say) to read a book. Cognitive overhead presents in a number of ways. For the reader it appears as disorientation. For the author it shows as two characteristics of the nal product. Firstly an inherent lack of scalability which places strict limits on the growth and hence maximum size of any one hypertext. Secondly a xity or resistance to change of content and of reader-perceived structure, once published, of a similar magnitude to the book -a technology that hypertext is supposed to largely supplant.
From an object-oriented (OO) viewpoint (Wu et al. 1995 , Schwabe & Rossi 1995 , an object seen by an author and the object seen by a reader are quite di erent and that neither maps cleanly onto the node/link model espoused by the literature (particularly see the Dexter model in CACM (1994) ). From this comes the idea of an author-shaped unit of hypertext that gradually formed into the ideas of lituns, litcores and litaux in Section 3.2.1.
Once viewed from an OO perspective it becomes obvious that anchors could take on a signi cantly greater role than that as simply end points for hard-wired links. This leads to the idea of intelligent anchors and the consequential reduction of cognitive load on the author from O(N 2 ) to O(N) where N is the number of possible anchors within the author's hypertext universe. The intelligent anchors are described in Section 3.3.
Modeling hypertext
While the Dexter model (Halasz & Schwartz, 1994 , Gr nb k & Trigg (1994 ) is the most popular model in the design of hypertext, the closest conceptual models seem to be Bolter (1991) , Landow (1992) , Frisse & Cousins (1992) and Halasz (1988) . Stotts & Furuta (1991) touch upon one model of hypertext as being a technology-driven out-growth from the network data model for databases rejected in favour of the relational model in the 1970's. They then introduce an alternative model based on structured documents that draws heavily on ideas of authoring responsibility. Kilov (1994) suggests that hypertext can be modelled in the same way as any application which is designed to be viewed in a number of di erent ways and hence hypertext can be represented by the ISO (International Standard Object) reference model for open distributed systems. The only theoretical description of hypertext which seems to be agreed upon in the literature is that it is non-linear text.
The Dexter model
The Dexter Hypertext Reference Model (Halasz & Schwartz 1994 ) is more a description of how hypertexts are constructed than an underlying conceptual model. To quote the paper (Halasz & Schwartz, 1994 p.30) the model is \an attempt to capture, both formally and informally, the important abstractions found in a wide range of existing and future hypertext systems". It came out of an attempt by a group of people with existing products, all with the same generic name of hypertext, to reverse-engineer a model out of the multitude of di erent solutions to the technical problems that each had overcome.
Dexter is a layered model with run-time layer on top, the storage layer in the middle and the withincomponent layer on the bottom. The main focus of the model is the middle or storage layer which describes the network of nodes and links that is the essence of hypertext.
Dexter is basically about how to build a hypertext. The top or run-time layer deals with the system's interaction with the user and uses a presentation speci cation to map the particular users requirements onto the underlying storage layer. This allows for situations such as an author and a reader viewing the same materials. The run-time layer allows for a run-time resolver to make use of run-time information such as session history to be taken into account when resolving UID (Unique IDenti er) references to links in the storage layer.
The storage layer de nes the relationship between components (links, atoms and composites where atoms are simply the lowest unit of hypertext corresponding roughly to a node and composites are groupings of nodes and links). The within-component layer de nes the relationship within a component and \is purposely not elaborated within the Dexter model" other than to de ne its responsibility to support anchors. Nothing in the model deals explicitly with the insertion of links although the resolver (also present as a static version within the storage layer) provides a mechanism for e ectively late binding of UID's.
Application model
There is currently a fair amount of discussion on the best way to create a new (instance of) hypertext.
One of the more interesting approaches is that of Schwabe et al. (1992) who suggest that the structure of any given application hypertext can be considered as a model of the application and is thus independent of the contents of the hypertext. They go on to suggest that the author design the structure rst, encode it using their Hypermedia Design Model (HDM) then pass this through a compiler to produce a new, empty hypertext ready for population by the author. The implication is that this model, if proven successful in the eld, can then be reused for similar new instances of hypertext. This idea is further developed in Section 2.6: Frameworks.
Implicit design model
Current hypertext systems have in common an implicit construction or design model of hypertext which assumes the existence of an underlying data engine of some type. This is best summarised in Halasz & Schwartz's (1994) paper on the Dexter Model which clearly shows its roots in a node/link architecture.
Indeed Nielsen (1990b) seems to express the view that a hypertext can be de ned by such an architecture when he says that any hypertext will form a network of nodes and links, and quotes Frank Halasz from Xerox PARC as suggesting that a true hypertext system should include an explicit representation of the network structure in its user interface. This view takes links as a needed and visible structure for both author and reader, but it is rejected by Kilov (1994) who suggests that links are more about implementation in the same way that complex data structures are often described in terms of pointers. Kilov then suggests that the reader has no more need to understand links in order to navigate through a hypertext than a database user needs to understand pointers in order to manipulate the contents of the database.
2.3.1 Underlying single data structure Conklin (1987, pp.18-20) explicitly refers to \the database issues of the back end (the database server)" and goes on to say \... this article seeks to establish the criterion of machine-supported links as the primary criteria of hypertext". Halasz & Schwartz (1994, pp.30-31) in discussing the Dexter Model go further with
The Dexter model divides a hypertext system into three layers, the run-time layer, the storage layer and the within-component layer ... The main focus of the model is on the storage layer, which models the basic node/link network structure that is the essence of hypertext. The storage layer describes a \database" that is composed of a hierarchy of data -containing \components" interconnected by relational \links." and then state that the storage layer focuses on the mechanism by which link and non-link components are \glued together" to form hypertext networks.
Client-server
The front end or Graphical User Interface (GUI) by which the user interacts with the underlying system is then another module, giving us a fairly straightforward client-server model. This corresponds to the run-time layer in the Dexter Model (Halasz & Schwartz 1994) . Being based on just a few modules, we call the resulting model a monolithic client-server model.
Trails
The concept of trails was rst raised by Bush (1945) whose ideas can be seen in this quote from near the end of his article.
There is a new profession of trail blazers, those who nd delight in the task of establishing useful trails through the enormous mass of the common record. The inheritance from the master becomes not only his additions to the worlds record, but for his disciples the entire sca olding by which they were erected (our italics).
Bush's emphasis on skip trails and on the sca olding or underlying structure of the trail can be seen as a direct ancestor of current hypertext systems with their emphasis on links and nodes. Had history taken a di erent direction, the fact that the skip trails were overlaid on an underlying technology of micro lm, and hence each arrival/departure point (anchor) was within a complete document/book, could also have been said to have led to the proposed scenic route and litun structure in Section 3.
This concept of an underlying structure is also raised by Bolter (1991) (see Section 2.6) in discussing the frameworks used by the great encyclopedists of the past and then re-appears more formally in Schwabe et al. (1992) who suggests that the structure of any given application hypertext is independent of the contents of the hypertext and that the author design the structure rst (see also Section 2.2: Application Model).
Bush's ideas on trails do not appear to have been strongly followed up. Some work has been done by Trigg (1988) who, in his discussion of Guided Tours and Tabletops, talks of implementing paths in the TEXTNET (Trigg & Weiser, 1986 ) system while Foss (1989) also approaches trails when he describes a system based on Xerox NoteCards that allows the user to create subsets of existing nodes and also to insert notes into their personal view of the system. Foss's system can then display the mapping of the system from either the original author's viewpoint or from that of the reader. Nielsen (1990b, p.127) describes guided tours as \... a`superlink' that connects a string of nodes instead of just two nodes. As long as users stay on the guided tour, they can just issue a`next node' command to see more relevant information". Weyer & Borning (1985, p.65) di erentiate between a \tour (which) is a particular path through some information" and a \guide (which) is the user's personal (electronic) agent in the encyclopedia system ... (and which) sets up tours, explains, helps select lters, points out interesting topics, and provides help when requested".
Guided tours
As noted above, Trigg (1988) talks of implementing paths in the TEXTNET system and later approaches the idea of adding some ad hoc semantic information to the links constituting the trail but stops there. In his section on \Guided Tours: Lineage and Kinship" Trigg (1988, pp.399-400) discusses Hammond & Allison's work on a \tour-like capability based on a`travel holiday metaphor"' using terms evocative of the ideas incorporated in Section 3.1: Scenic Routes. However an inspection of Hammond & Allison (1987) and Hammond & Allison (1988) , show that the intent is still for a sequence of linked frames albeit with vestigial added semantic information provided by the author. Guinan & Smeaton (1992) who also refer to Hammond & Allison's works advocate a variant in the use of information retrieval from hypertext using dynamically planned guided tours.
Current work on guided tours as applied to the World Wide Web (WWW) is discussed in Nicol et al. (1995) with their Footsteps project.
As noted at the beginning of this section, Stotts & Furuta (1991) come close to the idea of a scenic route with their discussion of structured documents. These parallel the intent of scenic routes with the author carrying considerable responsibility for the reader's ultimate movement pattern. They di er mainly in their implementation structure -being more amorphous than the fairly formal litcore/litaux structure proposed as an implementation of scenic routes in Section 3.2.1. Eaves (1991) also raises the problems with divergence in both hypertext and printed text and points out the dangers to the reader of an excessively or inappropriately annotated printed work -something which has strong parallels in reader disorientation and hence leads again to the need for a litcore/litaux structure. Bolter (1991) discusses the drive over the centuries to order printed information by developing philosophical frameworks. The material was then presented within that framework which in some way tted \naturally" to the reader's method of retrieving such data. This approach was basically dropped for encyclopedias in the 18th century when even the compression inherent in the concept of an encyclopedia was causing data overload. One powerful observation which Bolter (1991, pp.94-95) makes from this is that hypertext re-opens the positive possibilities inherent in this type of structured data approach by allowing for many structures to be \imposed" (from the reader's point of view) on the one set of data.
Frameworks
An electronic edition can be more daring, precisely because it does not impose upon the reader a single xed view. The electronic encyclopedia could o er Mortimer Adler's outline, along with Coleridge's, Bacon's, or the outline of Hugh of St. Victor. It could o er a variety of contemporary views -one by a physicist, one by a historian, and so on. Each outline would be a distorting lens (or as d'Alembert suggested, a di erent projection) in which some areas of knowledge occupied the foreground while other were in the distance. But the reader would not be constrained by any one view: he or she could shift back and forth among outlines. Or the reader could reject the very idea of a rigid outline.
It may be that psychological investigation will unearth classes of learning patterns that can be mapped onto underlying materials. This abstracts the idea of the target audience referred to by Kay & Kummerfeld (1995) as a result of the many compromises that need to be made in producing a xed written text with only one form. If this is so then the reader, once in contact with her own method of learning, can choose an author or framework (artistic, scienti c, in the style of Bacon, etc) that suits her. This may well be needed as we struggle to evolve a style of instruction suited to our \post-MTV, channel-sur ng, videogame playing" students (Press 1995, p.18 ) while maintaining our need to continually educate our current and older generations.
To counter that argument it should be noted that expecting the mere existence of hypertext based materials to trigger change parallels the 19th century idea that the creation of the Mechanics Institute libraries would create a new class of universal education. Quoting in turn from newspaper notices of the day Cusack (1973, p.7) says \the establishment of`an institution like the Mechanics Institution' ... would mean that information then`out of reach of all but the few would be obtained by many at a tri ing cost' " and later refers (p.8) to \... dreaming of the day when through the miracle of education all men might achieve intellectual liberation".
While Bush envisioned that trails would become literary constructs in their own right and that one could pass on a particularly useful trail to others for incorporation in their Memex structures, work quoted in McKnight et al. (1991) indicates that there is \a need to distinguish between the formulation of a hypertext network for a user's own research or other use and the presentation of the same network to an audience". They caution that \the trail-blazing and path-following metaphors that have been proposed in earlier work such as Bush ... may be insu cient for a reader to make sense of another's path in the absence of context-creating meta information and narration." 2.7 Problems Tompsett (1989) sums up the general problems with the current approach to hypertext as arising from the potential dramatic change in scale leading to an inherent danger that the sheer volume of material will render it as useless for learning as the British Museum is by a child from a primary school. Trying to create tools to allow users to e ciently traverse such an extended hypertext universe is analogous to creating a single set of tools to enable a reader to nd any required information in a large collection of libraries. For an alternate view of the drive towards complexity and scale see the quote in Section 2.7.2.1.
As noted earlier, Conklin (1987, p.38 ) pinpointed \two problems ... that may in fact ultimately limit the usefulness of hypertext: disorientation and cognitive overhead". The continuing existence of these problems is con rmed by Haake et al. (1994) .
Disorientation
Disorientation or the navigation problem seems to remain one of the major problems in hypertext. Nielsen (1990a) con rms this and says that users report they often get lost or confused about their location in a hypertext system. Foss (1989, p.407) 
describes it well
Unfortunately browsing through non linear networks of frames often leaves people with a general feeling of disorientation, being lost, or of losing context. Conklin (1987, p.38) has described the disorientation problem as not knowing where you are in the information space or not knowing how to access something you believe exists there. But being disoriented is more than not knowing the spatial layout of the frames in the hypertext network. Other problems that \lost" or \disoriented" users have are: arriving at a particular point in a document and then forgetting what was to be done there; neglecting to either return from digressions or to pursue digressions that were planned earlier; not knowing if there are any other relevant frames in the document; forgetting which sections have been examined or changed after hours of browsing.
Th uring et al. (1991) provide a detailed example of user disorientation.
Cognitive overhead
In simplistic terms there is more to creating a hypertext than to (say) write a book containing the same materials. This is the (extra) cognitive overhead required to create a hypertext. Equally there are far more decisions and states involved in reading a hypertext than reading a book containing the same materials. This is the (extra) cognitive overhead required to read a hypertext. There are a number of aspects in which cognitive overhead presents.
Fountain et al. (1990) address the issue of reduction of authoring e ort required with their generic links which is followed up in Hall (1994) . This is a mechanism wherein the link and the destination of the link form a package with the identi cation of the origin of the link. This allows for any new material added to the hypertext to be parsed and any matching units of text to have the pre-existing link/destination pairs automatically inserted. However this mechanism makes no allowance for author intervention and hence does away with the semantic meaning or weighting of the link as seen by the author. This is further developed in Section 3.3.1.
Scalability
On expectations of scalability, one of the strongest quotes on the potential for scalability within hypertext is from \TOG" (Tognazzini, 1992, p.288) Additional support for the problems in scale is to be found in articles such as Isakowitz et al. (1995) which describes tools appropriate for large scale project management.
One consequence of having hard links within an underlying data structure is the implicit assumption that there is one set of links, and hence one right relationship, for any given hypertext document and all potential users. A typical quote from Jitnah & Lenarcic (1992, p.7 o set) that \the designer and/or author speci ed rules can (be) used to determine accessibility of speci ed information nodes". This assumption runs against the evidence that learning patterns are strongly individual and leads logically to the belief that the author is solely responsible for inserting all links from her work both internally to other anchors within her work, but also to any external anchors/frames. Marshall et al. (1994, p.13) point out that \developing hypertext structures and the abstractions that guide their creation is a crucial part of authoring".
Finding external frames requires that the author combine the expertise equivalent to that of a high quality reference librarian in addition to the normal skills of an author. In addition, when exercising these skills, the author is expected to maintain an internal awareness of each anchor and of its relationship to the universe of possible connecting anchors thus making the insertion of links an O(N 2 ) problem where N is the number of anchors in the hypertext universe. Even Lambe et al. (1994) who describe their open hypermedia system as explicitly including a hypermedia object manager \to manage multimedia/hypermedia data exchange and linking" say that \all links have to be established manually by an author" .
Being an O(N 2 ) problem requires that a single group develop the entire application in order to have the requisite knowledge needed to do this linking job. This automatically enforces a maximum size beyond which a hypertext document cannot develop -the point at which it is no longer possible for the author or development team to fully understand the relationship of any new material to the then existing hypertext. This is one of the ways in which cognitive overhead presents. Haake et al (1994 p.2) refer to the problem as \cognitive overload" and the resulting tendency of the authors to \prematurely organise" the hypertext structure. They argue that the theoretical model of hypertext structure has passed through three phases. The initial phase was one of \free association and exploration". This was replaced by the second phase that considered hypertext as made up of a small selection of typed nodes and links. This small selection gradually grew in diversity until the third phase was reached where \problems of cognitive overhead and premature organization (by the author) became even more of an issue".
Temporal malleability
The use of hard links described above leads also to the e ective freezing of each hypertext since the addition or modi cation of any anchor requires that every other existing anchor must be individually investigated to determine its relationship to the new one. This is also therefore an O(N 2 ) problem.
These characteristics, which require a team working to their limit, mean that once the hypertext has been completed it will not be touched until it is obviously obsolete and the high cost of a new development can be justi ed. This also means that links are not updated and hence the relevance of any hypertext decays over time as its links become less and less relevant to the ever moving present. This strongly parallels the situation in traditional publishing where the e ort to modify a published book is such that it rarely takes place. Thus we create a paradox where hypertext, one of the great malleable media, is implemented as one of the most rigid.
Skill requirements and entry restrictions
The skills of an author are distinctly di erent from those required to nd all relevant existing links. Thus requiring the author to provide all links means that the author must have the skills of a good reference librarian or researcher in addition to those traditionally required of an author. This requirement signi cantly lowers the size of the pool of available authors and increases the restrictions on entry level to hypertext authorship.
To a degree this is another view of the cognitive overload identi ed in Haake et al. (1994) .
Stability
As the World Wide Web demonstrates, following the same path through the web twice running usually leads to quite di erent outcomes and too often to System Error's. One example is Cooper (1994) which was sighted in August 1995 but which triggered \Fatal Error 403 Access forbidden:" in September 1995. Another is the ACM's hypertext version of its August \Designing Hypermedia Applications" issue (Beta version as of 21/9/95) in which invoking the link to Engelbart's article came up with a missing document reference. This is an inevitable product of the anarchy within the web wherein every service provider is responsible for the maintenance of her own work, yet there is no recompense for doing that work other than the odd ego massage. Consequently a document available one day may be gone a day later, or been completely re-written thus destroying its relevance to the end-user, or the machinery may be simply down. Consequently if an author is to produce a repeatable product then she is led to restricting jumps from within her material, often to restricting the destination of those jumps to within her own material so that she can control versioning.
Maps
Many systems use maps that show either an overview of the entire system -usually incorporating some degree of layering to lower visual complexity -or the routes leading from the current frame.
The current model of hypertext is based around a micro level with links between frames being ends in themselves. Consequently the model places equal weight on all possible links out of a current framelosing the idea of a path or sequence and making the reader responsible for all decisions or navigation. That this doesn't work is shown by the continuing existence of the navigation problem.
This is despite a number of studies over the years that have shown that each individual has her own special pattern and preferred method of learning and that this varies depending on what she is learning. There is no one perfect method of triggering learning in a person. The best approach therefore seems to be to provide as many di erent means and insights into the material as possible so as to provide a super set of the learning preferences for the maximum number of individuals.
Forest path metaphor
There have been a number of people who have suggested what we call the forest path metaphor -when lost look for a beaten track and follow it. In this model the number of users who have passed through a node is tracked. Bush (1967) suggested colour coding with the colour moving through the spectrum with usage. Hill & Hollan (1992) suggested a wear indicator. Nielsen (1990a) suggested footprints fading with time.
The weakness with this approach is that it simply shows popularity in passing through the hypertext. There is no guarantee in a rich hypertext that the trail leads to any particular place. Even if it does, the trail is a single path through the material. It is highly unlikely to correspond to any personal optimum method of learning on behalf of an individual reader as noted in Section 2.7.2.6: The Perfect Path.
Scenic routes and intelligent anchors
This section addresses Conklin (1987, p.38) 's two problems \... that may in fact ultimately limit the usefulness of hypertext: disorientation and cognitive overhead".
Scenic routes
In order to reduce reader disorientation we introduce scenic routes in this section and their re ned o spring lituns, litcores and litaux in Section 3.2.1. Together these reduce the reader's cognitive overhead, and hence her disorientation, by reducing the number of choices that she must make and the number of di erent reader states (see Section 3.2.3) that she must switch between. It returns (much of) the responsibility for navigation through the material to the author whose traditional role it has been. A scenic route is basically one dominant, strongly ordered presentation with weak side paths or trails. The ideas for scenic routes evolved from earlier work on trails (see Section 2.4) by Bush (1945) and on guided tours (see Section 2.5) by Trigg & Weiser (1986) and Trigg (1988) . The implementation of scenic routes required further re nement of the basic idea and resulted in the introduction of lituns, litcores and litaux in Section 3.2.1.
The unstated intent behind hypertext research appears to be to provide a single tool, or a set of tools, that will suit all possible users in all situations. This seems predicated on the assumption that each user, whether author or reader, is fully responsible for her own navigation through the hypertext. This places great weight on the provision of links for the reader to navigate and implies that the link per se is an important and visible unit of hypertext.
The intent behind a scenic route is quite di erent. A scenic route provides a strongly individual body of material from a single author. The intent is for di erent authors to provide alternatives so as to allow the reader to select material that she nds congruent to her personal learning characteristics. As discussed in Section 2.6 Kay & Kummerfeld (1995) talk of authors developing work for a target audience.
These Bolter (1991, p.41) describes some of these when he says
In developing a book the author and the editor can draw upon the large repertoire of soft structures (punctuation, paragraphing, chapter divisions) that have evolved over hundreds of years. ... all forms of printed matter can rely on styles of type, point size, type fonts, and even colors of the ink to organize and give visual meaning to the page. Burrill (1988) also discusses the visual and other signals used in books to aid readers in their navigation and how these might be extended to hypertexts while Thomas (1987) looks speci cally at the design of electronic paper. Subbotin (1993, p.42) refers to \an author's text" as an authoring unit that needs to be mapped onto electronic media while Moulthrop (1992) addresses the problem of the granularity of a hypertext.
Technical design
In addition to the internal links within an author's work, a controlled or limited set of links from the author's body of work to external material can be incorporated. This allows for such things as extra examples, alternative ways of looking at logic points, additional detail, graphics or other multimedia materials etc. This allows for a minimalist approach to the basic intent of the author while providing a framework for concepts such as progressive or selective disclosure based on individual reader characteristics.
By making these links explicit and under the author's creative control we address the reservations of Doland (1988) when he suggests that a hypertext cannot, in itself, be considered informationally neutral and that the mere existence of links and nodes must posit inherent relationships between the data in the nodes. To use Doland's example the existence of nodes concerned with slavery and states rights and linked with causes can easily x this relationship for the subsequent reader and imply that these are \su cient causes in themselves, neglecting as they do other equally important concepts". By returning responsibility for direction to the author we also return responsibility for these implications such as would exist in the production of any text. Kay & Kummerfeld (1995) discuss a dynamic self-tailoring teaching system that is intended to evolve with the expertise of the reader nally arriving at something approximating a scenic route when they talk of the material converging to a form similar to the printed text but with the tutorial material still accessible deeper in the hyperspace.
Lituns, litcores and litaux
The need for lituns then litcores and litaux evolved from the need to clarify the structure of scenic routes (see Section 3.1) from an OO viewpoint.
Historically the unit of authorship has been clearly bounded and has had a close correspondence to the physical form in which it was published. For example we talk of an author's books or articles etc. With hypertext these boundaries become blurred. While an author remains responsible for clearly identi able units from an editorial point of view, the view of the reader is entirely di erent. What the reader sees as a hypertext may, in fact, be made up of materials gathered from many di erent authors over extended periods of time and may indeed be in a continuing state of ux.
Lituns
We suggest that an author's work is a unit in its own right and propose a new term of litun to encompass that. The need for a separate term comes from the heavy load of secondary meanings and emotions hanging on pre-existing words. For example if an area of land is undeveloped then it is waiting for the bulldozers to move in whereas if the same area is described as a wilderness or virgin bush or native forest then it is complete and nished and to be protected at all costs from the destruction of bulldozers.
Given the need for a separate term, litun was derived from literary unit and was deliberately chosen both to emphasize its humanity and to distance it from any existent technology. The question then becomes what is a litun in relationship to both a book and a hypertext?
We propose that we draw on the hundreds of years of trial and error in the development of current, paper based, materials rather than start over with the current model of a litun being simply some combination of frames and links. Expansion of this point by Bolter (1991) and Burrill (1988) appears in Section 3.1.
Litcores
To this end we suggest that we conceptually split a traditional book into two basic parts. The rst contains the basic thrust of the argument or proposal or storyline that the author is presenting. This is what we call the litcore, derived from literary and core.
Litaux
The rest, and often by far the largest portion, of a traditional work is made up of supporting material.
For a non-ctional work this may consist of examples, of additional material, of preparational material for readers who may not have adequate understanding, or just of interesting side issues. For a ctional work this might consist of side issues, secondary story lines, parallel developments, background information, characters' histories, alternative viewpoints (say from the criminal's point of view) of the same events and so on. We call these side paths litaux which is a term derived from literary and auxiliary.
Structure
While this litcore/litaux structure is most obviously suited for academic or teaching material or other non-ctional work, it also seems well suited to developing future hypertextual ction. It allows for a strong central development by the author who can thereby de ne allowable access and egress from her work to that of others.
The choice of names places no restrictions on the author. Since any litcore is likely to exceed the size of a single screen, a litcore will consist of many frames. However the links between frames within a litcore will be hard links (as described in Section 3.3.4.1) where the author uses them to create her own structure. Conceptually the litcore itself is much more a static object internally than is a hypertext.
The linkage between litcore and litaux is much looser and hence more likely to change and evolve. Consequently it is more likely to consist of a mixture of hard and soft links (see Section 3.3.4). Of course the author may choose to create at least some of her own litaux and hard link them to the litcore.
It is not even necessary to move fully to electronic media in order to use this concept. Given the abstract characteristics of the litcore and litaux, it becomes possible for a mixed media solution. The litcore can be produced using paper or similar media while the more dynamic litaux remain in electronic form. This allows the reader to carry the litcore which is now signi cantly smaller, and hence more portable than its all-in-one predecessor, around and to call up interesting litaux by means such as waving a bar code reader across the printed page. Windows oriented tools such as Netscape already allow for WWW addresses to be read from a printed page and then executed to load the related WWW page.
If implemented in current publishing technology using paper then a (say) 500 page text book published as a scenic route would become a 100 page volume (corresponding to the litcore) plus a number of auxiliary booklets (the litaux). A mixed-media solution would have the same 100 page centre but use a CD-ROM that is used in a PC tted with a bar code reader to read the bar code anchors in the book. Work along similar lines has been done for some years at the Victoria University of Technology in their Interactive Book project (see Shaw & Stand eld, 1993 and Tkal, 1994) wherein bar codes embedded in books trigger audio responses.
Sparse litcores
One possibility that arises from the application of this model is the range of possible structures based on the density of initial information. These range from Schwabe et al. (1992) 's empty application structure into which data is then loaded through to the more traditional version of creating nodes lled with data and then linking them. Once we identify the existence of such a range then we can consider a structure that lies part way between the two. This we will call a sparse litcore.
In a sparse litcore the author chooses to enter little new material, placing more emphasis on the structure that she has put into place. This derivation of a litcore provides a basis for implementation of Trigg (1988) 's work on guided tours and could also form the basis for implementing Bolter's suggestions for imposing a (in fact many) world view on material such as an encyclopedia that combines aspects of both browsing and reference (see Section 2.6 on frameworks). It could even be used to implement a version of Bush (1945) 's original idea of trails. Since each frame becomes basically an explanation of the process of navigation a sparse litcore e ectively simulates the work being done to attach semantic information to links.
Reader states
While navigating the hypertext the reader of a litun has only a limited number of states and hence a limited number of actions that she can take to move between those states. As noted earlier in Section 3.1 we believe this to be pivotal in reducing the lost in hyperspace e ect.
These states are at the start of the litcore, no active litaux.
at the end of the litcore, no active litaux.
within the litcore, no active litaux.
within a litaux, there is a current corresponding anchor point within the litcore from which the reader has branched.
The possible actions then become moving to the start of the litcore, moving to the end of the litcore, branching to a litaux from an anchor within the litcore, moving within the litaux and returning to the current point within the litcore from a litaux.
This environment can be enriched by the addition of tools corresponding to those tools that have proven their use in books. These may be an index, a table of contents, various tables of gures, reader inserted bookmarks and commentaries, tables etc plus even a rudimentary visual overview or map, which includes as a special case, returning to some previous point and developing an alternative and perhaps more detailed view or presentation of some of the same material. Given the argument on the need for a minimalist set of reader states, great care would need to be taken to either verify the need for each or to provide a form of progressive disclosure enabling a reader to build her own environment.
Intelligent anchors
To help the author handle Conklin (1987) 's cognitive overhead we propose the introduction of intelligent anchors. These e ectively remove the overhead associated with the production of hypertext over earlier technology such as books by doing away with the need for the O(N 2 ) task of inserting links mentioned in Section 2.7.2.1. The load is then further reduced by rede ning the development unit into lituns, litcores and litaux. This then requires of the author only that, as a minimum, she produce the litcore -a (small) part of the whole. The consequent reduction of cognitive overhead for the author is discussed in detail in Section 3.3.5.
An anchor is a point within a frame that has signi cance to the author (and later to the reader). For a more traditional look at anchors see Catlin & Smith (1988) . An anchor can designate an area of the frame from which a reader may wish to branch so as to investigate other, related, materials. An anchor can designate a particularly rich area of the frame to which a reader may wish to jump. An anchor may be both of these. Since an anchor represents a transition point within the hypertext it must represent at least one of these points. Traditionally, an anchor would contain only (outward) links to other anchors. In maintaining lists with multiple characteristics an intelligent anchor automatically supports n-ary links as described in (Halasz & Schwartz, 1994) .
On the other hand an intelligent anchor contains only a pair of lists -an inwards list and an outwards list. The inwards list describes the characteristics of the immediate locale surrounding the anchor and hence the reasons why a reader might want to jump there. The outwards list describes the characteristics that a member of the author's target audience might be seeking, were she to jump from there.
The author provides both sets of characteristics from a knowledge of her own work and the characteristics of the intended reader, the same knowledge and skills that she would need to write a book. The task however is signi cantly easier since she is (initially) only writing the (lit)core and hence working from a much smaller base.
These characteristics are expressed in terms of related concepts as described by Agosti & Marchetti (1992) . If she chooses the author can use any terms she wishes for anchors intended only to interconnect her own materials (the litcore and any litaux that she has chosen to author). In this case she requires no special additional skills or training. Indeed the production of the litun is signi cantly smaller since it is reduced to the problem of producing only the much smaller litcore, followed by a number of smaller problems of each producing a single litaux. Even the production of the litcore is signi cantly simpler since it can now consist of producing a single frame a number of times.
The mechanism of providing these concept lists enables a directed matching to occur for any anchor between its outwards list and the inwards lists of all other anchors. Agosti & Marchetti (1992) describe work in matching and ordering such responses. From the resulting list of possible matches the author can then choose links that t her framework for the hypertext under development. She can then annotate each such link so as to provide either a scenic route (if the underlying material is mainly third party) or a litun/litaux combination (if the work is predominantly her own).
If the time for preparing a single litcore frame is F and there are m such frames, and the time to produce a single litaux frame is G and there are n such frames, and if we assume that the time to prepare a single unit of material is proportional to the square of its size with a constant of proportionality c, then preparing a single unit that is the equivalent of a litcore plus a number of litaux would take:
which is signi cantly greater than the time taken to prepare the same material broken up into a litcore plus litaux:
3.3.1 Reduction of cognitive overhead
In developing a traditional hypertext the insertion of anchors typically requires that the author go through the hypertext and add each one -an O(N) problem. Next the author selects pairs to link -an O (N 2 ) problem. In the Maigh system (Ransom 1996) developed for this research the author inserts anchors while creating the base hypertext, identifying on the y the areas of interest within it (via an anchor with an inwards list) and potential jumps in perspective by the reader (an anchor with an outwards list) or points having both characteristics.
Upon completion the compilation phase can automatically insert links that match outwards list entries of each anchor with inwards entries of the other anchors to the author's pre-selected degree of congruency. At this point a hard linked hypertext of equal characteristics and quality to a traditionally created one has been created. Consequently we have reduced the authoring link insertion load from an O(N) problem plus an O(N 2 ) problem to a single, lesser O(N) problem.
Further consider the two O(N) problems arising from the initial insertion of anchors into the hypertext.
Since the traditional author is inserting anchors with the intention in mind of creating links between them this task is best done after (near) completion of the base hypertext thus requiring that the author re-read her complete work and hold it in its entirety within her mind. Maigh, on the other hand, encourages the author to insert anchors on the y during development since each anchor encapsulates only local knowledge of the hypertext and is done while the author is live with the text and hence the selection and identi cation of anchor points and related concepts is relatively easy.
Consequently even the Maigh O(N) task of inserting anchors is signi cantly easier than the traditional method while Maigh does not require the author to perform any equivalent to the O(N 2 ) task (inserting links) at all.
Having said that, Maigh supports the idea of further re ning the links in line with the author's view of how the potential reader should be navigating it. For example consider two separate litaux that discuss exactly the same area and hence have identical inwards concept lists. The rst is intended for complete beginners and the second is more academic and rigorous and is intended for readers who have already progressed through most of the author's material.
In this hypothetical situation the author would disallow any link to the second litaux from anchors early in her work and for anchors deeper into her work either disallow the rst, now trivial litaux, or allow both with appropriate labelling.
One by-product is that it is no longer necessary for the author of each frame to work closely with the authors of other frames (although it may be desirable to do so to maintain a tight focus for the project). This then allows for a signi cantly greater ability to change and expand a hypertext, once existent, than the current methods.
In fact Maigh allows for the person setting the responses (and hence inserting the links) to be someone other than the original author of the frame. Equally the need for the development of the entire hypertext to be carried on simultaneously disappears. Development can be done by di erent people at di erent times. A job parallel to that of a current editor may evolve wherein the author provides an indication of where she feels that 3rd party materials would be most appropriate while the editor then searches for materials most tting with the original. The (re)introduction of an editor provides a neat solution to the problem identi ed in Fountain et al. (1990) of the vast amount of material available on line of which little has been converted to hypertext and very little was originally authored with conversion to hypertext in mind.
This idea is a logical intellectual successor to Bush (1945) 's de facto proposal for a three part, conceptual model of navigation to drive his memex:
1. (some) links are put into the hypertext by the author as an inherent part of the authoring process 2. links can then be added to (or subtracted from) the hypertext by the reader so as to provide a personal view of the hypertext and 3. links can also be added to (or subtracted from) the hypertext by a third party or trail blazer so as to provide new insights into the existing materials.
When adding new material to an existing hypertext the traditional method requires that, for each new anchor, the author investigates all possible existing anchors to decide if a link should be inserted in either direction. This is then repeated for the next anchor.
Note that this process must be repeated for each of the new anchors, and that the problem gets greater as the author (or editor) proceeds since as each new anchor is inserted the number of anchors to be checked for the next insertion becomes greater.
Under the Maigh system this can be done fully automatically with all possible links inserted. Alternatively Maigh supports the idea of the system proposing all possible links and of the author vetting each proposal.
Matching
One problem that has been identi ed by Ellis et al. (1994) is that of consistently applying a set of terms, in our case the concepts making up the inwards and outwards lists. In their experiment they found \little similarity between the sets of links identi ed by di erent people" and even \that there is generally only a low level of agreement between the sets of index terms assigned to a document by di erent indexers".
Where the author is seeking to identify appropriate internal links to her own work this should not be a problem since she is the provider of the identifying concepts for both ends of any potential link. However it needs to be seriously addressed when the anchor is sent out to attempt matches with the external (hypertext) universe since the potential respondents have been independently catalogued by their creators.
One approach that looks interesting is that of Agosti & Marchetti (1992) who propose a more abstract approach. They suggest that this may be a way of implementing Bush's (1945) original suggestion that the way that thinking and learning took place was by association.
Since it is the author's task to produce these links it remains her responsibility, as it has been for the production of a book, to place herself within the mind of her potential reader and abstract her material to its concepts and to those expected by her reader at that place within her litun.
Generality of concepts
If the author wishes to connect to external litaux however then she will need to use concepts based on some standard thesaurus so that matching is possible. This will require her to either acquire this knowledge or to pay someone else to catalogue her anchors for her from a brief personal description. This is still a much simpler job for a cataloguer than cataloguing a book since each point with the work requiring cataloguing is identi ed and only the author's notes as to her intentions need to be read at each point. No relationship between points is required reducing the problem for the cataloguer to an O(1) problem for each anchor or O(N) for the entire litun.
After inserting the anchors she can instruct the anchors to search out corresponding anchors. The search may be done locally only within her own work or she may (provided she has used a universal thesaurus for her concept terms) choose to extend the search across the hypertext universe depending on how long she is willing to wait and how much she is willing to pay.
Conceptually this will produce a cross-reference list together with an error list of places within her work where she believed that the reader would want to jump from but there has been nothing done yet to provide a place to jump to; and places where the author believed that the reader might like to jump to but there is nowhere yet in her work where a possible landing anchor has been placed.
Once the search is completed the author then vets the responses, removes any irrelevant responses and labels or modi es the remaining entries. Each reported mismatch (an anchor with nothing going to it or an anchor exit point with no available destinations) alerts the author to a problem with her work and allows her to re-write her material, add further material or change the characteristics of the anchor by which it identi es itself to the world. The author can then lock down the new hypertext having produced the equivalent of the current model but at an O(N) cost.
Producing hard and soft links
Maigh incorporates the facility to allow intelligent anchors (see Section 3.3) to search for matches between their outward lists and the inward lists of others by polling other anchors. While the end result closely matches that for other systems the process di ers signi cantly as described in Section 3.3.5.1.
Hard links
If a match is made, either automatically by the match reaching the author's pre-de ned level of congruency, or manually by individual author vetting, then an internal, one-way link is generated and stored within the requesting anchor.
Soft links
Soft links are more an idea than a mechanism. There are many reasons why the existing set of links is less, and possibly signi cantly less, than the current potential set of links. Amongst them are the author has chosen not to include links at all the author has chosen to include only a small sub-set of possible links the hypertext was created some time in the past and new materials are now available the network and hence the resources available to the reader is greater than those written to by the author. The author's links can refer only to those litaux that can be guaranteed available to the reader. A given reader may well have access to a greater set of facilities and wish to draw upon them.
Regardless of the reason the matching mechanism is also available to the reader (in OO terms the ability rests with a master class from which the frame was developed). We call this availability a soft link.
3.3.5 Skill requirements and entry restrictions for the author As described in Section 3.2.1 the unit of authorship is the litun, or more particularly the litcore, and is thus signi cantly smaller than a full hypertext. A litun can be as small as a frame or as large as a (small) hypertext. The normal size will tend to evolve by trial and error as authors nd their own limits.
In addition it becomes possible for the person inserting the anchors, or using the anchors to insert the links, to be someone other than the original author of the frame thus further reducing the entry level skill requirements for an author. Equally the need for the development of the entire hypertext to be carried on simultaneously disappears. Development can be done by di erent people at di erent times. A job parallel to that of a current editor may evolve wherein the author provides an indication of where she feels that third party materials would be most appropriate while the editor searches for materials most tting with the original.
Steps
The hypertext author needs only to know the materials that she intends to provide and have the skills normally expected of an author. Once the basic litun has been created she has only a few simple steps more to do. Each step is essentially linear and requires only that she know her own material.
If she has not already done so (see Section 3.3.1) then she must now go through her material and identify all of the intelligent anchors within it -the points within her work where she believes that the reader may wish to divert so as to explore a new area or to expand on the current one.
At each anchor she creates the inwards list of concepts describing the characteristics of the context of the anchor (or why a reader might like to jump there). There may be many such concepts if the anchor is at a point of general interest. There may be none if the anchor is intended only for jumping from.
In addition she creates the outwards list of concepts describing the characteristics of material that she believes the reader might want to divert to from that anchor. The list may be empty if the author does not see that point in the document as being a logical branching point.
The object can now train itself internally upon command by matching up the anchor requests with the anchor responses.
The author can then call up the responses, edit and verify that the anchors have generated what she considers appropriate links then lock down the edited response list. This now forms the equivalent of a traditional hypertext node/frame mapping on the litun albeit using only local links.
Validation
In Section 2 we identi ed a number of speci c ways that disorientation and cognitive overhead present themselves. In this section we address each of these and show how the use of scenic routes and intelligent anchors can resolve them. Since intelligent anchors can be used to generate the same links available in traditional hypertext systems, all tools that rely on the existence of hard links such as maps, landmarks etc available in current systems can be implemented in Maigh.
From the viewpoint of lituns, litcores and litaux (see Section 3.2.1), trails and paths become just another tool to be developed explicitly by the author for her own means. Such a map then becomes an artistic extension of the underlying materials, a presentation in its own right wherein the author can show her vision of the materials and how they interrelate. The relationship becomes an end in itself. The author's map can be as clinical as the current computer generated maps, it can be as fanciful as a 15th century Here there be monsters type -whatever suits the artistic ends of the author.
As demonstrated in Section 3.3.5 Maigh signi cantly reduces the cognitive overhead on the author and hence allows for a considerably greater scalability of a hypertext. Although not directly addressed in the two proposals, the origin of these ideas in OO implies the use of objects as the unit of communication between frames. This has a number of positive results. Following OO ideas, the owner of the object is responsible for maintaining its public interface and hence ensuring at least that links continue to exist. If we can also guarantee that the concept lists are maintained as part of the logical interface (the contents of the object or how it will present to the reader) then we can guarantee semantic stability as well. These same concept lists can be used to soft link in new materials thus ensuring temporal malleability. The software could easily self-con gure by searching any new data (CD-ROMs, network connections, even eMail) for replacement entries on start-up.
Nelson (1988, 1990) gets around the problem of copyright very neatly by rede ning the problem out of existence with his Xanadu project. To vastly oversimplify, a user of Xanadu gives up copyright in return for automatic royalties levied by the system whenever the item is referenced. An object-based approach would have either the commercial (i.e. requiring payment) object not respond (if the requester's message said she didn't want to pay) or alternately responding with a quote along with other information.
The transport mechanism needed to underpin such a system then becomes viable through developments such as the NetBill Electronic Commerce Project (http://www.ini.cmu.edu/netbill/) which promises to provide a mechanism with su ciently low overheads that transactions of even a few cents are possible. As Norderhaug & Oberding (1995 , pp.1042 -1043 point out \if we want to move towards a web of information with a quality worth paying for, an appropriate revenue model for information trade ... must be facilitated."
Conclusion
We have looked at three endemic problems in the area of hypertext that map onto the two identi ed by Conklin (1987) that may in fact ultimately limit the usefulness of hypertext. The three were a lack of scalability that places strict limits on the growth of any one hypertext, a xity or resistance to change of content and reader-perceived structure of a similar magnitude to the book -a technology that hypertext is supposed to largely supplant and a dependency on ad hoc navigation through the hypertext leading to the lost in hyperspace e ect.
To address the third issue we have proposed the use of a new author centred view of hypertext production based on a litun made up of a single litcore connected to a number of litaux where the author may or may not have provided all or some of the litaux.
To address the remaining two issues we have introduced the concept of intelligent anchors. These enable the author to label all points of interest in her own work without requiring any knowledge on her part of the outside information universe. The raw matching of possible anchor points (the identi cation of potential links) can then be done by the computer thus lowering the complexity of the task of inserting links from one of order O(N 2 ) to one of order O(N) where N is the number of possible anchors in the author's hypertext universe.
These ideas when combined allow for a much smaller development team (possibly even a single user). They lower the entry cost of production signi cantly and hence widen the availability of new players.
The proof-of-concept system Maigh has been developed to prove the viability of intelligent anchors and to indicate possible directions for developing lituns. Maigh has shown that the development of a system incorporating intelligent anchors is viable, such a system e ectively compiles the hard links used by more traditional systems and the load on the author in inserting links is signi cantly reduced.
Since the end-result of the linking process (the provision of hard links) is identical in both traditional systems and Maigh, tools similar to those employed by traditional systems are possible.
Because of the continuing existence of the inward and outward lists that form part of each anchor more dynamic tools drawing upon this information and making use of Maigh's anchor-matching engine are possible. This paper and Maigh have only touched on the possible construction of lituns and this would be a worthy topic of further development, probably as a joint project with a Psychology or CHI laboratory.
